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Agenda

• Background – setting the scence

• Small –group discussions

• Q & A Main articles



Background - Setting the scene



Common ground – common understanding

• Theory:(analytical) concepts and logics (deterministic/voluntaristic/social mechanisms).

• Structur & Actor. Structuration.

• Level of Analysis: Individual – Team – Company/Value Chain – Network/Value
System/Ecology (Multilevel approach).

• Today: Organizational Structure/Design - Coordination



Some generic question related to 
structuring

• Intentions - Goals – important (Purpose; ”Teleology”)

• Vertical (e.g line & staff) – Horisontal Dimension (e.g value chain).

• Consensus (”Harmony”/”alignment”) or Conflicts (e.g. Goal conflicts)?

• Competetion or Co-operation? (zero sum or win-win?)



…and more

• Intentions: Efficiency (improve the input/outpt relation; ”cost reduction”, calculation; Logic
of consequences) & Effectivenes (Values/norms. Logic of Appropriatness, 
Legitimiticity).

• Either or, or ”both”? Centralisation/Decentralisation, Low Cost/Differentiation. Ambidrexious
organisations. MODULARISATION.  



(Intellectual) History is always important!

• Market or Hierarchy? (Coase, 1937, Williamson , 1981). Price as Signal/Information; Transaction
Cost. 

• Managerialism (Chandler, 1962, 1977) ”The Visible Hand”, ”Strategy and Structure”. Shareholder
orientation

• How to structure/”Design”?: Lawrence & Lorsch, 1977; Thompson, 1967; Gailbraith, 1973). 
Uncertainty; Differentiation & Integration. Technology/ work (Woodward, 1965): Contingency Theory – Practice
Theory (Situated Practice)?

• Uncertainty reduced by structuring (centralisation/ decentralisation) and information 
processing! (input/search; store;process; distributed; output/use). 



Alfred Chandler important for our view of
structuring

• Strategy – Structure- System (Purpose – Process – People). 

• Efficiency – Growth! Volume driven. Perspective inside- out (Product dominant logic).

• Functional (specialization) – Divisional, M-form (decentralisation with control),

Later: *Matrix – organisation (complexity, solve complexity: dual authority). 
*Networks/Value systems, *Platforms (open).

• Value/Customer oriented. ”Outside – in”. (Service Dominant Logic).    



Important sources: Open systems: Contingency Theory

Uncertainty – Risk: causality (cause & effect). Ambiguity!

• Woodward (1965).Technology types: small batch(custom order); large batch (mass
production); process/continuos production.

• Lawrence & Lorsch (1967). ”Open system”: Differentiation & Integration. 
• Thompson (1967): Pooled, Sequential, Reciprocal interdependece.
• Gailbraith (1973): Design Complex Organizations: Reduce uncertainty by using information: 

reduce the need of information; improve the information capacity.      



For structuring : Contingency important, but…cf 
Barley (1986). 



Aspirational level – intentions, goals. Goal
alignment. Incentives.

“Individual motive is necessarily an internal, personal, subjective 
thing; common purpose is necessarily an external, impersonal, 
objective thing even though the individual interpretation of it is 
subjective”.  

Barnard The Functions of the Executive (1938/1968, p. 89)



Data architecture – a definition

”A company’s data architecture describes how data is collected, stored, 
transformed, distributed, and consumed. It includes the rules governing
structured formats, such as databases and file systems, and the systems for 
connecting data with the business processes that consume it. Information 
architecture governs the processes and rules that convert data into useful
information. 

Dallemulle & Davenport, 2017, What´s your Data Strategy?



Data Warehouse Framework



The Map: Data Ecology: Small and Big-
Data Architecture (Kelleher & Tierney)



Cloud & Service



Cloud Service Models- ”EA Stack” 



Discussion Main Articles



Article 1. Structure and Information.

Beginning with Simon (1947) — and 
motivated by an interest in the effect
of formal organizational structure
on decision making—a large body of
research has examined how
organizations process information. 
Yet, research in this area is extremely
diverse and fragmented. 



The goal



Four major categories of research

• Problem-skill matching: organizatial economics; efficient allocation of tasks 
among members of multi-agent team. 

• Screening. Screening of information by individuals situated in different structures. 
Decision Rules

• Adaption. Learning and adaption. Limited human cognition. Trial –and –errror, 
reinforcment learning. Performance feedback. Integration. Modularity.

• Cognition ”managers bring a set of simplified models to the problems they indetify, the 
feedback they receive, the solution they find, and the decisions they make”. (p 33). 
Attention based view. 



Three critical issues in the literature (p 5 & 6)

• Dived in the treatement of the role of structure in information processing.

• Overlooks the potential for conflicts in decision making.

• The treatement of the various stage of decision making is uneven: agenda 
setting, problem representation, search and evaluation.  



Ambiguos (”tvetydig”) information

”… a major problem for managers is ambiguos information, not lack of data. 
Ambiguity implies that there are multiple interpretations of an organizational
situation. Ambiguity, unlike uncertainty, cannot be resolved – at least
theoretically – with additional information”. 

P 43



Formal and Informal organisations – social 
networks



Intellectual history



Structure dominates!

Three lenses: Position, Embeddedness, 
Location

Much social network research 
emphasizes that the structure of
networks affects and shapes peo- ple’s
identities and outcomes in ways that are
beyond individuals’ control. People are
integrated into networks without the 
necessity of their volition. The effects of
structure on individuals are captured
through three different lenses: (a) network
positions occupied, (b) embeddedness
of ties, and (c) location in larger systems 
of connections. 

The importance of central 
position!

A fundamental axiom of network theory
and research is that individuals who
occupy central positions in social 
networks are likely to benefit from 
enhanced communication and timeliness
of information and resource flow. 



Embeddedness: Burt (1992) Structural holes; Bridging and Bonding  

Enbeddedness

People are also integrated in social 
networks through a set of processes
summarized by the term 
embeddedness, which represents a 
core principle of organizational
social network research 

Visualisation



Actor – People: Brininging People Back In

People – Actor: Bringing People Back 
IN

• Social networks involve ties between
interacting individuals. Yet it is this
emphasis on individual people that the 
structuralist perspective, summarized
above, has sought to deny.

• Research that incorporates attributes of
individuals has long been demonized
as a “dead end” (Mayhew 1980, p. 335) 
because network patterns are assumed
to derive from social structure rather
than human agency. Thus, 
structuralists “shun the ‘person’ 
construct as polluting” in their search for 
an individual-free science of networks

Three aspects of actor/indivdual
• Personality: self-monotoring theory (low & high

respons to situation). 

• Cognition. Thus, individuals in organizations
perceive their friendship ties with others as more
reciprocated than they actually are. This bias helps
individuals avoid feelings of unrequited affection
among people they see daily, and individuals prefer
to see their friends as friends of each other to avoid
the cognitive tension that derives from unbalanced
relationships. 

• Emotion: Friendship important. Perhaps the most
compelling recent approach to emotions and social 
networks examines the relational energy that some
people transmit to others in the workplace. The 
more people an in- dividual energizes, the higher the 
individual’s job performance: The energized reward
energizers with information, resources, and 
discretionary attention (p 89)



Different Levels of Analysis



Article 3. Work & Technology

”We identify in our field notes 310 gap 
encounters, or episodes in which an 
engineer, in the course of his work, 
came to the edge of a technology
gap that he had to traverse.” 



Categorizations & definitions

” By examining the direction of work-flow across the gap (forward or 
backward), we find that technologies in both occupations exhibited, to use
Thompson’s (1967) terms, considerable sequential and some reciprocal
interdependence. We categorize gaps by their “width,” a measure of how
difficult traversal of the gap was for the engineer, to reveal differences by 
occupation in the distribution of wide and narrow gaps in the forward and 
backward directions. ”



Cont.

”By examining how many substitutable technologies were available to the 
engineers for the completion of any task, we can speak to the prevalence of
pooled technology interdependence as well.” 



”Minded” – cognition?!

We explore this possibility in our second question: 

”How do knowledge workers experience and deal with technology
interdependence? In particular, we focus on how engineers minded
technology gaps, ultimately developing a typology of gap-traversal strategies
used by the engineers we studied. These strategies included and standing still 
at gaps.” 



Result: Variations! (Cf Bailey & Barley, 2020). 

”We also show that interdependence among technologies in both settings
was largely distinct from task interdependence among people. We find
that although both occupations exhibited what we would call high
technology interdependence, differences in how that interdependence was
manifested across occupations suggest that the experience of technology
interdependence might vary considerably.” 



Comments other articles



Boundary work



New organisations/communities: Trading Zones.  



Knowledge sharing

”The literature on knowledge sharing suggests that organization members
from diverse specialties can best work across community boundaries when
they: (i) share a common lexicon; (ii) help to reconcile interpretive differences
by creating shared meaning; and (iii) facilitate means through which
individuals can jointly transform their local knowledge. Carlile (2002) refers to 
these three processes as transferring, translating, and transforming. (syntax, 
semantics, pragmatics).  

P 38



Trading zone – what it is, how it functions…

”Engaging in a trading zone suggests that diverse groups can interact
across boundaries by agreeing on the general procedures of
exchange even while they may have different local interpretations of
the objects being exchanged, and may even disagree on the intent
and meaning of the exchange itself. Such an understanding evokes a 
view of cross-boundary coordination as performative, as emergent in 
recurrent actions, and thus as a provisional and ongoing
accomplishment”. 

P 39



Internet of Things (IoT) – need of standrads



Different attention



Platforms



A new way to structure - Platforms



What is a Platform Company?
Cusumano, et al, 2019, The Business of Platforms

”More importantly, they bring together individuals and organizations
so the can innovate or interact in ways not otherwise possible, withe
the potential for nonlinear increases in utility and value”

• Nonlinear

• Network effects: positive feedback loops. Economies of Scale! 



What makes industry platforms unique?

• Engage multiple sides of a market: bringing together two or more market 
actors, or ”sides” that would not otherwise interact or easily connect.

• Generate network effects.



Platform business models: two basic types

• Innovation platforms usually consist of common technological building blocks that
the owner and ecosystem partners can share in order to create new complementary
products and services. E.g Google, IBM Watson, Amazon AWS. 

• Transaction platforms. Largely intermediaries or online marketplaces that make it 
possible to share information or to buy, sell or access a variety of goods and services. 
E.g. Facebook, Uber, Airbnb.

• Hybrids: emphasize a combination of product and platform businesses. E.g Apple, 
Oracle 


